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Abstract
The physical products that are designed and manufactured have one or more components involved.
Every component has a geometry that is built with certain relevance to mathematics or heuristics. This
provides a way to document the mathematics, or rule behind building any geometry that a component
takes shape of. Usually such knowledge is preserved by way of documentation, or as a Knowledge
Based Engineering systems that operate with a Computer Aided Design (CAD) software or design
authoring tool. Capturing and maintaining the product knowledge is generally a documentation work.
To have the knowledge represented as ontology is desirable. This is due to the fact that it helps the
automated programs to create and validate different aspects of changes to the product and its building
blocks i.e. components. This research is carried out to formulate practice and framework to enable
distributed knowledge capturing, transforming the captured knowledge from informal knowledge to a
formal model, then use the formal model to develop the knowledge based engineering application.
The complete process can be recursive should there be a need to revise or evolve design. The research
has demonstrated that KBE applications can be built using modified ICARE form that can directly be
used to produce a program template. This challenges the previous researches where ICARE was
considered to be informal model. If ICARE form is recorded in XML or JSON format, it can be used to
generate the KBE program template. Since the data is recorded in XML/JSON git can be used to
record the information and maintain the versions. The generated code template uses open source CSG
library independent of design authoring tools. This code can be submitted to git, where all the changes
can be tracked and sententiously it allows distributed KBE application development using either
Github or GitLab. This satisfies the need of distributed KBE application development as mentioned in
few literature. Outsourcing can be enabled on top of the distributed KBE application development
with restrictions and security, and at the same time expertise of the domain experts due to open and
distributed nature of the development.

Keywords: KBE, Knowledge Based Engineering, Outsourcing, Product Design, Distributed
Development.

1 Introduction
The physical products that are designed and manufactured have one or more components involved.
Every component has a geometry that is built with certain relevance to mathematics or heuristics. This
provides a way to document the mathematics, or rule behind building any geometry that a component
takes shape of. Usually such knowledge is preserved by way of documentation, or in some cases as
Knowledge Based Engineering systems that operate with a Computer Aided Design (CAD) software
or design authoring tool. Evolution of such systems are heavily dependent on how a given CAD
software evolves. Often this is also limited by the newer versions of CAD applications. A dependency
on CAD also limits overall idea-tion and building of Knowledge Based Engineering Systems in terms
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of licensing much before the design thinking process starts. Since the deep coupling of CAD and KBE
systems are in place, it often gives a circular dependency between CAD and KBE as to which is the
parent system. Looking from an organization perspective the Knowledge Based Engineering systems
need to derive the CAD, whereas the KBE systems are built to run in a licensed CAD environment. It
is often the case that the organizations involved in the design of products rely on various software
vendors to build the Knowledge Based Engineering systems due to lack of expertise in building
software systems. This usually needs the organizations to share the CAD licenses due to the cost
involved in procuring the CAD licence. This research project will provide a framework to build the
Knowledge Based Engineering system outside the CAD environment. And, it will also provide a
practical implementation of the framework for outsourcing the KBE development independent of
CAD systems.

Through the technological advances capturing of data has become seamless, the latest addition is the
LIDAR. So, the electronic gadgets can now capture the text, image, audio, video,gps, sensor readings
and 3D data. There are machine learning innovations happening in converting the captured data to
information. Converting the information to knowledge is still a field vast open for research. The
engineers designing the products have had long recognized the and have been using the knowledge
based engineering (KBE) to solve their problems.

By the year 2021, the world has the best hardware for computations, cloud computing has become a
norm. The CAD applications however are a different domain, while various authoring tools are
available as web applications the CAD domain is catching up. CAD applications always need more
hardware than what other web applications need.

While various software applications chose the way of open source software, commercial CADs have
been largely closed source, and there have been licence costs attached to the CAD applications, which
has resulted in limited exposure to the developer -communities.

KBE often needs the domain experts and knowledge engineers to interact. The knowledge engineers
are from an experience of software development and the domain experts are the product or design
owners. To give a sense of what design authoring tools are capable of, consider two geometry, a cube
and a sphere. For simplicity let’s assume that both the geometries have similar size. A design
authoring tools can help generate the combination of shapes by applying series of boolean operations
such as union i.e. adding up the geometry, subtraction which is removing equivalent materials from
geometry to another. Another operation is the intersection in which the common bounding area of the
geometries are retained. Image below demonstrates the operations. The set of operations come under
the name of constructive solid geometry (CSG).
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Figure 1 Constructive Solid Geometry Example

1.1 Significance of the Study

Knowledge generated in the domain of building KBE applications is constraint to the given design
authoring tool. There can always be common reusable components. The review of literature has
brought forward specific need for providing KBE frameworks that can support the distributed
deployment of KBE systems (Verhagen et al., 2012), and allow the collaboration between the various
domain experts to further make the KBE field take up design challenge of the future (Rocca, 2012).
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1.2 Research Questions

Capturing and maintaining the product knowledge is generally a documentation work. To have the
knowledge represented as ontology is desirable. This is due to the fact that it helps the automated
programs to create and validate different aspects of changes to the product and its building blocks i.e.
components. MOKA and KNOMAD are methodologies that are in practice to develop the KBS in the
context of KBE. These are largely theoretical in their scope of definition. These frameworks support
the iteration in designs, but do not provide a way to version the process of evolution of the designs.
The research aim to answer following questions:

1. Can knowledge capturing be linked to ontology development in a parametric framework?

2. Can the versioning of knowledge capturing be done within the scope of ontology development?

3. Can the ontology development be independent of the design authoring tool’s environment?

2 Review Of Literature

2.1 Introduction

With the product design every component would need ontology of its own. This would be like a fractal
of ontologies. Consider a table as a product represented by certain ontology that inherently will have
ontology for design of the legs and the top of the table. An interesting use case comes up when these
become reusable for other designs, for instance the ontology of the leg can be reused for a design of
chair leg and ontology of table top can be used for chair seat. Now with the simple example it can be
observed that although the table and chair can visually look very different but can use the same child
ontologies.

Such re-usability of the child components to design new components is commonly used in software
development. This is something that has been in use in very limited fashion in CAD designs. Some
literature(Studer, Benjamins and Fensel, 1998) have indicated that the experts have sought for such
frameworks and repositories of ontologies that can reuse the KBE models for newer designs.

Looking at the productivity improvement data from few literature, it is evident that the success of
KBE applications is measured by the time saved in reduction of total design time (Guo et al., 2015;
Dongming Xu et al ). Some literature also mention the advantages of using KBE to generate the new
never seen before designs in aircraft wing designs. One aspect that seems to be not appearing as a
significant contribution of KBE is the consistent quality output against the same designs being done by
a designer.

2.2 Knowledge Representation

Case based reasoning, Frame based reasoning in Semantic Network in knowledge representation.
Semantic Net has been considered as the first generation of models to represent knowledge (Kendal
and M Creen, 2007). Various type of objects can be linked in a Semantic net, this gives an advantage
in representing knowledge as it helps the engineers to capture objects of different characteristics in a
single network. Engineering-Based Expert Systems (EBES) and Knowledge-Based Expert Systems
(KBES) are compared and have sighted that both the systems suffer from the ambiguity in knowledge
representation and also have been contrasted with the simulation engines (Tzafestas, 1993).
Historically Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Expert Systems (ES) have been the two fields of study in
similar time frames in 1980s as same. They both are largely labeled as same in published literates in
early days of researches. This is largely because they both have same objective of representing the
knowledge that humans have. With recent advancement in Machine Learning (ML), AI has been able
to discover knowledge that was hidden to humans, like helping scientists to discover new planets,
performing image operations like generating realistic photos of faces that have never existed. The
expert systems could be built with the knowledge captured from the experts in domain and have it
automated. These have also been undergoing evolution with help of ML.
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2.3 Terminologies

Over the years of some notable KBE methodologies have been practiced. MOKA (Methodology and
software tools Oriented to Knowledge based engineering Applications) is a process framework
proposed to facilitate the KBE and thus building Knowledge Based System (KBS) (Verhagen et al.,
2012; Häußler and Borrmann, 2021). ICARE (Illustration, Constraint, Activity, Rule, Entity) is one
such form to capture the information needed for KBE. Overall ontology modeling is the final aim of
KBE. The modeled ontology will be required to run as KBS.

Figure 2 MOKA with modules that can be versioned.

As of the observations, more and more KBE work is happening but in the context of specific CAD
applications largely. There are common data exchange formats available for CAD applications, but
there isn’t a common open format available for KBE applications. It is indicated by (Montali et al.,
2017) that KBE is useful in emerging products as well, but it is also difficult to implement. It is also
cited that KBE needs to be having provisions for multi-objective design study and predictive design
study. The Knowledge Acquisition (KA) is also an important and open aspect of KBE (Leu and
Abbass, 2016). Further to this it is also sought that AI tools would be very helpful in extracting
Knowledge from the data (Quintana-Amate, Bermell-Garcia and Tiwari, 2015). This further highlights
the need of research needed in the integrated domain of KBE, AI and distribution of knowledge
(Quintana-Amate, Bermell-Garcia and Tiwari, 2015). A basic framework for KBE is suggested and
experimented by (Quintana-Amate et al., 2017), KNOMAD (Knowledge Capture (K), Normalisation
(N), Organisation (O), Modelling (M) and Implementation, Analysis (A) and Delivery (D) has been
suggested as the preferred methodology, but the implementation of the framework still is limited to
CAD specific. MMG Multi Model Generator is also a feature that helps in generating geometries for
KBE. KOMPRESSA (Knowledge Oriented Methodology for the Planning and Rapid Engineering of
Small-Scale Applications), DEKLARE (Design Knowledge Acquisition and Redesign Environment),
DEE (Design and Engineering Engine) is an overall multidisciplinary design optimization approach.
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Figure 3 MOKA knowledge models (Preston et al., 2005)

Evolution of newer framework has been proposed to address the inclusion of multi-disciplinary
knowledge into the KBE application. As claimed, MOKA has no provision for building KBE
applications within multi-disciplinary design optimization (MDO). For addressing the gap researchers
have devised the Design and Engineering Engine (DEE) approach (Curran et al., 2010). The DEE
consists of three major elements it starts with the design process, which includes multi-disciplinary
design and its optimization. It starts with requirement gathering and also perform some baseline
calculations for the feasibility of the design. After this, documentation containing product model
parameter values is generated. Then it passes on the parameter values to the next element of the DEE,
the Multi-Model Generator (MMG). The MMG uses the product model parameter values from the
previous step in combination with domain knowledge to generate product geometry.The MMG covers
the fully formalized KBE applications that can originate from applying the MOKA KBE Life-cycle.
The MMG generates report documents. These are supplied to the next application of the DEE: i.e.
analysis modules. These applications take the feed from the MMG and perform the simulation based
on the calculations. Designs are finalized by analyzing the Data files in a Converger & Evaluator,
which checks for mathematical validity (convergence) and requirements compliance (Evaluator) in a
multi-disciplinary fashion (Curran et al., 2010).

2.4 MOKA & ICARE

Investigating further into definitions, MOKA means methodology and tools oriented to knowledge
based engineering (KBE) applications. MOKA has cam into being for the purpose of reducing the cost
of developing and iterating the KBE applications. This is also a common practice in industry to
employ MOKA. It is believed that MOKA adds efficiency to the whole process of the application
development. Important aspect of MOKA is driven via ICARE forms (Illustration, Constraint, Activity,
Rule and Entity). ICARE provisions standard template for capturing knowledge. Some literature are
also of the view that ICARE also provides storage and ontology related capabilities. This however
have not be provided with appropriate proofs. The fact that MOKA is largely an informal model, the
ontology related capabilities can not be induced. However it can not be ruled out that MOKA in
combination with ICARE can also be formalized with ontology related capabilities. This research will
aim at demonstrating it.
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Figure 4 ICARE, Example of a MOKA entity form (Stokes, 2001)

2.5 Limitations of current KBE development

Although KBE has been into practice from late 1980s, there have been challenges embedded into it.
The challenges have been high software license cost of design authoring tools, absence of the
documentations on designing KBE application, accessibility of the KBE applications, KBE vendor’s
involvement and absence of generalized solution and marketing (Rocca, 2012). It is clear that design
authoring software’s cost and then development of KBE application in the design authoring
environment itself is presenting a barrier for KBE vendors to provide the solution's. As an example
consider a vendor has developed a KBE application to build a product with some common designs and
some organization specific design. Now when the vendor needs to work for another organizations, the
common KBE designs become unusable if the next organization doesn’t have same design authoring
software. In this case the KBE vendor has to redo same application design in again. Overall, in general
case scenario, a vendor becomes more efficient over time by building software applications, and
reusing common components. However in KBE application development the vendor has no way to use
the common design components. This way the development cost of the KBE application always goes
up with time, instead to becoming more competitive.

Popular methodology have existed as general procedure, but it has largely been an optional step in
KBE application development. Gaining the understanding from various literature, it is imperative that
MOKA should be a necessary framework than an optional process. As MOKA can bring some level of
requirement to code documentation, it will need to be created as an design authoring tool independent
software. As an important quote “Without any doubts, future KBE systems will benefit from any
progress in the fields of knowledge modeling and storage frameworks development and the ability to
integrate with them. Even further, the impact and diffusion of future KBE systems will benefit from
the advances in the development of design rationale systems [61]. A combination of these systems
with KBE would offer designers a powerful and more complete toolbox to enhance the level of
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automation in design, to improve the level of support for decision making, as well as a powerful,
dynamic and transparent system for knowledge capturing and re-use.” (Rocca, 2012). More quotes that
indicate towards the need of web-based solution for KBE application development “When the first
KBE system came into the market, the World Wide Web did not yet exist, nor was the concept of open
source software widely known or appreciated. It is natural to expect new KBE systems to be geared
toward their use and deployment via the web [46]. The possibility to free the way to open source
solutions, from one side, would relieve the end-user to return so often (with cash) to the ‘‘KBE vendor
shop’’ and buy dedicated plug-ins (e.g., for graphics generation and visualization, or for the
manipulation of XML files). From the other side, it would relieve the KBE vendor from the burden of
in house development of typically short life and buggy applications and extensions which may or may
not align well with their core focus. Indeed, open source application and extensions have the potential
for having fewer bugs than vendor supplied attempts, since a large number of peers have the
possibility to bring improvements.” (Rocca, 2012). Then on documentation “The automatic link code-
documentation should actually work dynamically and in both directions. Engineers should have the
possibility to agilely and interactively generate diagrams representing the structure and the design
process of their products, having an interpreter active in the background that is able to generate at least
the main structure of the KBE application code.” (Rocca, 2012).

3 Research Proposal

3.1 Methodology

The primary research method for this study is literature review and conceptual modeling using
software application development. The proof of concept (POC) will be built as a web application.
Setting up the CAD independent knowledge capturing is the first step in building a KBE framework
for outsourcing. Next will be the need to convert the captured knowledge in the form of a Rule Based
System (RBS) & Frame Based System (FBS) (Rocca, 2012). The generated RBS or FBS code will be
available for adding the rules that will use the design parameters captured via the first step of
knowledge acquisition. A constructive solid geometry (CSG) module will be used to generate the 3D
models based on the RBS/FBS code. Once the 3D geometry is created a 2D drawing will be created in
a CAD environment. This will then be made available as ontology to generate different variations of
the geometry based on design needs. This will also demonstrate the iterative process by applying
changes in knowledge base.

3.2 Proposed Framework

A software model will be build to attain the objective of research and there by answer the important
research questions around KBE data capture, formalization of data , and thus use the formalized data
to generate object oriented model for further application development. A distributed model will also
be built to demonstrate the deployment of the KBE application on cloud independent of design
authoring tool.

Following diagram represents the model
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Figure 5 Proposed model for this research.

The KBE development framework MOKA covers the basic and cyclic nature of the complete project
life cycle. This research adds the versioning component in each iteration of the KBE application
development cycle. Here by the document will address this modified framework as versioned MOKA .
As indicated in the figure, under MOKA identify ans justify phase is an activity to be carried out by
the business needs, hence it is kept out of the formal versioning scope. And in context of outsourcing,
it is safe to keep the versioning and documentation of business decisions independent of the KBE
application development process. This will act as a security measure by design in the versioned
MOKA methodology.
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Figure 6 Versioned MOKA enables versioning for each step

3.3 Code & Data Security aspects

For collaboration on development projects needs the git to be hosted on a server. The server hosting
has standardized process and can be referred from various available documentations. For standardized
writing, the research will refer to book by Chacon and Straub named “Pro Git” published in the year
2014. The hosted server can be accessed via four protocols namely, Local, HTTP, Secure Shell (SSH)
and Git. The Local protocol is used when git repository is hosted on same computer server where
different users can log in and collaborate in coding. This can be used by organizations that need very
strict control on code transfer from its network. However it will come with cost of hosting high-end
computer servers. Second protocol is HTTP, which is most widely used protocol for collaboration on
public repositories. In context of KBE it can be referred as the components of standards provided by
institutes like BIS and ASME. Here, since the design specs are already available in public domain so
it is truly distributed open source collaboration ob KBE. Third protocol is SSH, in the aspect of
restricting access to code data it is similar to Local protocol, with a difference that, in SSH one can
check out the code to their local computer for development. The last protocol is Git, this is the fastest
protocol in terms of data transfer, but less secure than previous protocols.

It will need a one time architecture setup of organizations public and private KBE projects. So, it is
expected that this setup would be done by experienced and security aware professionals for the given
organization. There are standards practices available for collaboration on git, including testing and
merge conflicts with release controls. It is expected that Knowledge Based Engineers are aware of the
such practices.
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3.4 Outsourcing

There has been detailed process research on KBE , and also the detailed work related to Outsourcing
in Software development. But there has been limited or no research done in the KBE outsourcing
framework. This will be one for the prime objective to develop the framework so that a supporting
framework can be developed. Scope, code and model versioning will need to be unified and MOKA
methodology will be supported to start with. Version control systems such as Git plays a major role in
distributed development of the applications and at the same time it provides the security. Git has been
adopted as primary tool for open source application development and also for the closed source
application. It is a distributed version control system as illustrated in figure (Chacon and Straub, 2014).

Figure 7 Distributed version control.(Chacon and Straub, 2014)

Another, notable property git brings in is the way versions are stored. Git stores the data as snapshots
of the project/repository.

Figure 8 Storing data as snapshots of the project over time.(Chacon and Straub, 2014)
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3.5 Data

Product design data is collected from Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS). About the BIS as per its own
definition “BIS is the National Standard Body of India established under the BIS Act 2016 for the
harmonious development of the activities of standardization, marking and quality certification of
goods and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto.BIS has been providing traceability
and tangibility benefits to the national economy in a number of ways – providing safe reliable quality
goods; minimizing health hazards to consumers; promoting exports and imports substitute; control
over proliferation of varieties etc. through standardization, certification and testing.” (Bureau of
Indian Standards, 2020)

Figure 9 SPECIFICATION FOR EQUAL CROSS COUPLING ASSEMBLY FOR OIL-
HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS, IS : 10417 - 1983 (Bureau of Indian Standards, 2020)

The data collected from BIS is standard data set that is available in public domain. Any researcher or
organization can obtain this data for results verification. The variables have the various combinations.
The data is mostly available in tabular form, and needs manually to be translated to the modified
ICARE. In general practice the data is captured in documents in unstructured format and later captured
into the ICARE, so this process resembles the actual design specification capturing.

4 Results

4.1 Research Question One

The question was “Can knowledge capturing be linked to ontology development in a parametric
framework?”. To answer this question, first the informal model (ICARE) was created to present the
existing convention of capturing the data for KBE application development as per MOKA. The
ICARE form can be compared against Example of a MOKA entity form (Stokes, 2001)

The form below is an attempt to capture IS 3175 : 2013 from Bureau of Indian Standards into the
informal model ICARE form.
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Figure 10 MOKA ICARE form to capture the informal model

Modified ICARE for versioned MOKA is an approach towards the creation of KBE application that
can have capabilities to bridge the gap between the application code and the captured knowledge.
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Figure 11 Modified ICARE form for formal model

Then editable modified ICARE form generated from previous step. Important aspect that makes the
modified ICARE form different from ICARE is the inclusion of the design variables along with the
formal definition. As an example “OuterDia”, “InnerDia” and “thickness” variables are captured in the
modified ICARE form itself. This helps the developers in defining the independent design variables.
Independent design variables are understood to be the variables that users can supply from the KBE
application consoles and these variables define the rest of the product geometry and material selections.
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Figure 12 Editable ICARE form for formal model

The editable ICARE form is introduced as part of the KBE development life-cycle along with the code
itself to track the changes in formal model due to the informal information. Also the code was written
conventionally. Example code shown below is to demonstrate the creation of the geometry
independent of the design authoring tool. It can be observed that the geometry creation for a sealing
washer geometry required few line of instructions.
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Figure 13 Code sample for creating a sealing washer geometry

4.2 Research Question Three
Automatic generation of the code template. This eliminates the need of manual creation/formalization
of captured knowledge using UML.

Figure 14 Code template generated from ICARE formal model
Then the code is modified as shown below:
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Figure 15 Completed KBE code for geometry creation

Figure 16 Geometry generated from the CSG code

Similarly nut geometry was generated with code

Figure 17 Nut geometry generated from the CSG code
Similarly for FERRULES geometry was created
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Figure 18 Ferrules geometry created from CSG code.

Equal-cross body geometry generated with program

Figure 19 Equal Cross Body generated from CSG code
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Figure 20 Code template for Equal Cross Body assembly

Figure 21 Equal Cross Coupling Assembly generated from CSG code
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Figure 22 Equal Cross Coupling assembly projections

As it was shown that there are libraries available as part of open source to generate geometry
pragmatically independent of the CAD or design authoring systems.The output of 3D models are
available in STL and OBJ formats. STL file format is most popular for 3D printing. It is a neutral 3D
file format. This file format only stores geometry information. As a scope of future, since 3D printing
is becoming more and more mainstream, the drawings of the components may become obsolete, as the
manufacturing can directly be done the models generated with the KBE applications. An important
aspect to consider is that, once the models are generated via KBE applications they are expected to not
to be modified manually, and instead re-create from the KBE applications. This ensures that the
information about the changes are preserved for future references. And once this is in place, the 3D
models generated from KBE applications can be imported to design authoring tools as well. It also
provides the immutability to the designs of the components that are not expected to change during new
assembly designs. To further enhance the systems, one can generate alerts and alarms on the geometry
checks.

4.2 Research Question Two

Project structure is shown below. This is a typical maven project structure used for developing the
software application that are to be written in java. It consists for four category of files, first is the
“Source Packages”, it contains all the source code that needs to be written by the application developer.
Second category of files are “Dependencies”, these are the set of compiled libraries that are open
source and available in a central repository. Third category is “Java Dependencies”, these are the files
that come along with the application software development kit abbreviated at sdk. The final category
is “Project Files”, this contains the meta data about the project such as, the name of the project,
dependencies, and compilation information.

Figure 23 Sample project Structure used for research

Then the project is initialized as git repository. Version control systems such as Git plays a major role
in distributed development of the applications and at the same time it provides the security. Git has
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been adopted as primary tool for open source application development and also for the closed source
application. It is a distributed version control system as illustrated in figure (Chacon and Straub, 2014).

Figure 24 Snapshot of changes in git

5 Summary
Product development organizations use KBE applications to reduce the routine work and generate new
combination of variables for product development. Published literature have confirmed that KBE
application development is active filed but also limited to the needs of specific organization.

The research demonstrates an approach to develop KBE applications in distributed manner along with
translation from knowledge acquisition to application template generation. Added advantage comes up
in versioning of the acquired knowledge and the application developed based on the knowledge
captured.

It was also observed that the CSG is sensitive to the granularity expected in geometry surface quality.
The better quality surface would take longer time to generate. It can be understood that every point in
three dimensional space can be represented by three numbers x, y and z. And a minimum of three of
these points will be needed to generate one surface which is a triangle. Combination of triangles can
be used to form the surfaces. A fully closed surface geometry represents a solid geometry. As a
general practice, CSG doesn’t necessarily ensure the geometry to be manifold, so the KBE developer
needs to do such verification. The versioning aspect has been demonstrated with git. It is evident that
ICARE form data, KBE application code , packaging and deployment can be be tracked with each
version of changes. Git and open source are allowing the distributed development of the KBE
applications. The aspect of data security can be addressed via the options available in git.
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Writing the KBE application appeared to be organized due to the formalization of modified ICARE
form. It is often the case that the KBE application is developed by the group of engineers. The
automated code template generation from the ICARE reduces the ambiguity in scope of application to
be developed.

Geometry generated for Equal Cross Body assembly is as per the standards obtained from BIS. This
can be double verified with data captured in ICARE. This has presented the very transparent
methodology of developing the KBE application, and logical verification of application output as well.

Object oriented programming approach that has been used in research coincides with the Semantic
Network in knowledge representation. This is combination of frame based reasoning and case based
reasoning. While the individual part design like for nut and equal cross body was based on frame
based reasoning, the equal cross body assembly has been the frame based reasoning approach. This
has resulted in creation of true ontology for equal cross body coupling.

If an organization decides to execute the knowledge based engineering projects independent of the
design authoring systems, it is feasible and also very scalable. It can be used to generate the
assemblies of millions of parts. Another advantage will be use of the parallel computing in generating
the geometries. Essentially, these models can also be generated using big data computations. So, it is
no longer restricted to capacity of one high end computing machine. One can imagine it to be a
distributed computing job to generate millions of geometries and store them on a Hadoop cluster. And
then from the Hadoop clusters they can be shipped to manufacturers for quote and 3D printing or
manufacturing.

The proposed framework of the this research was further used to generate the different component
designs and published for spherical gear, spur gear and supercharger. (Manoj,2022a; Manoj, 2022b;
Manoj, 2022c).

Figure 25 Geometry developed on the proposed KBE framework.(Manoj,2022a; Manoj, 2022b; Manoj,
2022c)

6 Implications
Development of KBE applications are limited to the organization or a department of the organization.
This limits the sharing of knowledge of KBE application development. Bringing in the methodology
of distributed application development can benefit the organizations in terms of standardization of the
process of KBE.

A design authoring tool neutral approach of data capturing or knowledge acquisition places the
organization at a better position to switch between the design authoring tools if needed. The research
indicates that the code templates can be generated for design authoring tools as well. An example can
be the code template in java for Creo, or for UgNX that are some popular design authoring tool.

Developing KBE application requires very specific skill set that includes knowledge of programming
language, user interface design, solid geometry, constructive solid geometry, software development
life cycle (SDLC), git, high performance computing and cloud computing. Finding all the skill sets in
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a product development organizations is usually unlikely, and hence outsourcing is something that
should be considered to develop the KBE applications.

The questions surrounding the protection of intellectual properties and data security can also be
addressed by involving relevant professionals. As the outsourcing of application development is
already a practice placed for various domains, the templates to follow can be obtained form such
organizations that provide outsourcing.

7 Recommendations for Future Research
This research has focused on the ontology development for 3D models that can be 3D printed. There is
scope to extend this research to the drawing and drafting, so that conventional manufacturing can also
be achieved with automated drafting. Another research area that will help the knowledge ecosystem
grow is to study the open source licensing aspect applied to the product design. As it is already known
that large software companies tend to open source the code on which they partially run on with licence
like MIT, BSD and more. If the product designs are open sourced in similar fashion, would it benefit
the whole ecosystem or not.

It will be recommended that if an organization is going for outsourcing of the KBE applications, they
use the design authoring tool independent platforms to generate the 3D geometry and also capture
knowledge independent of the design authoring tools. It will protect and preserve the intellectual
property of the organizations in case organizations wish to switch to different design authoring tools.
This research has shown that it is possible to adopt to and take advantage of the advances in open
source revolution and also benefit from the Big Data technologies.

The organizations are proposed to have tow distinct set of teams for designs, one that takes care of the
designs based on design authoring or CAD systems, and other that develops the KBE applications for
the designs. This will ensure that the organizations intellectual property is constantly being translated
to repository of ontology. It should enable the organizations to easily allow the upgrades to the
ontology with in-house development or with outsourcing. The organizations will have to encourage
the users to collaborate on open source KBE applications to reach to the stage where other open source
projects are. It is expected that some intellectual property related questions may arise, but they need to
be addressed through the patents instead of user restrictions.

Many product organizations already patent the products where certain critical information is already
shared with the community by publishing the patent. In that regard the intellectual properties of the
organizations are protected. So, combining the open source licensing and protection from patents, how
can the ecosystem evolve?

8 Conclusion
The research has demonstrated that KBE applications can be built using modified ICARE form that
can directly be used to produce a program template. This challenges the previous researches where
ICARE was considered to be informal model. If ICARE form is recorded in XML or JSON format, it
can be used to generate the KBE program template. Since the data is recorded in XML/JSON git can
be used to record the information and maintain the versions.

The generated code template uses open source CSG library independent of design authoring tools.
This code can be submitted to git, where all the changes can be tracked and sententiously it allows
distributed KBE application development using either Github or GitLab. This satisfies the need of
distributed KBE application development as mentioned in few literature.

Outsourcing can be enabled on top of the distributed KBE application development with restrictions
and security, and at the same time expertise of the domain experts due to open and distributed nature
of the development.

The software model was built with help of tools available under open source. Interpretation of the data
from BIS needed the knowledge of machine drawing knowledge, which is a typical thing for KBE
engineers. A variety of KBE knowledge capturing process needs KBE engineer to conduct the
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interviews and record the data in ICARE. For the purpose of research that has been replaced by
directly obtaining the component design data from BIS, under the non-commercial usage of data.
Research was able to capture the design data into the modified ICARE form. The modified ICARE
from was then fed to a program that could interpret the recorded data and generate the program
template for KBE application. The form currently considers the parts and assembly as same. This has a
scope of improvement to treat the part and assembly design separately.
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